CAUTION
This is a Metal Unit. Be Aware of Sharp Edges.


2. Pull Up on Handle (A) Slowly and Let Cage Fall into Place.

3. Lower Rear Door (B) Down into Cage.


5. Before Retainer Wire (L) is Through the Top of Second Retainer Wire Guide (K), Bend Hook Down to Secure in 2nd Opening from Rear of Cage on 3rd Wire from Cage Bottom. (You Will Need to Press Cage in Slightly to Allow Hook to Catch Cage Wire.)

6. While Keeping Front Door (C) Closed, Rotate Front Door Spring Bar (F) Up and Push Into Trap.

7. Lower U-Shaped Support Bar (G) and Insert Ends into Support Clips (D).

Continued On Other Side
8. Make Sure Front Door Spring Bar (F) Is In Place Behind The U-Shape Of The Support Bar (G).


10. Hook Trip Wire (H) To Front Door Set Hook (J). Trip Wire Hook (H) Must Face Downward Or Trip Wire (H) May Fall Out.

No. 465N ANIMAL CAGE TRAP

SETTING THE TRAP

1. Place Trap In Location You Have Chosen. Put Bait Behind Trip Plate (M). If Bait Is Placed On Trip Plate (M) Animal May Not Put Enough Weight On Trip Plate To Close Door.

2. Push Front Door Spring Bar (F) In And Pull Up On Door Edge To Raise Front Door (C). Hold Front Door (C) Up While Arming Set Hook (J).

3a. Pull Trip Wire Hook (H) Toward Front Of Trap Until Set Hook (J) Goes Under The Bar On The Front Door (C).

3b. Catch Can Be Adjusted To Light Or Heavy. Heavy Set Trap Is Shown. Move Trip Wire (H) Back On Set Hook (J) For Light Set.

Trap Is Now Ready For Use. Check Trap Frequently.

NOTE: If The Set Hook (J) Does Not Stay Positioned Under The Front Door (C), The Hook Mechanism Can Be Adjusted Using Pliers To Move The Set Hook (J) Forward Or The Hook Mechanism Back.